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MODARIA Working Group 9 

 Main objectives: 

 to provide generic population models for radiological assessment on a range of 

representative taxonomic groups based on a review of existing population 

models and a development of new population models 

 to find a methodology for extrapolating from laboratory-derived effects 

endpoints  at the organism level to ecologically relevant population 

responses 

 to develop scenarios for model applications and inter-comparisons 

 

 MODARIA WG9 capitalises on new knowledge and developments from 

population modelling tasks in the continuation of two programmes: 

     IAEA EMRAS II programme and EC-funded STAR project 

 

 The population modelling group is coordinated by Frederic Alonzo and Jordi 

Vives i Batlle 

 



Agenda 

Monday afternoon 

 Subtask 1.4 Existing population models for plants 

 Subtask 2.2 Collection of life history, ecology parameters and radiation 

effects datasets for plant species 

 

Tuesday morning 

 Subtask 2.2 Collection of life history, ecology parameters and radiation 

effects datasets for animal species 

 Subtask 2.3 Discussion on collection of field data 

 Short presentations by participants 

 Experience with the template 

 Coordination of follow-up work with plants models 

 

 



Proposed agenda 

Tuesday afternoon: 

 Subtask 1.2 Definition of “population” model 

 Discussion about how we may use population models to test current criteria 

for DCRL values 

 Predator/prey plankton model by Jordi Vives 

 Subtask 1.3 Model to consider both acute and chronic radiation exposures 

 Progress by modellers 

 DEBtox application to nematodes exposed to gamma by Fred Alonzo 

 Discussion on the species to which the approach should be applied 

 Subtask 1.1 Building confidence intervals in model predictions 

 Coordination of follow-up work 

 

Thursday morning: 

 Jordi Vives’ hands-on session with Modelmaker (action q) 

 

 



Task 1: Methodology for population modelling 

Subtask 1.2 - Definition of “population” (model) in the context of radioprotection.  

  implications for testing DCRLs criteria were discussed during this meeting. 

The ICRP DCRL levels are enough to protect individuals and also populations, 

according to current ‘wisdom’. We should verify this by putting the DCRL in our 

models and test the population response.  

  Presentation by Fred Alonzo showed dose response relationships for 

population on a range of dose rates, comparing the sensitivity of the different 

endpoints to the sensitivity of the population showing that the population can 

be more sensitive than the most sensitive endpoint. 

   Jordi Vives gave a presentation on the NPZ predator/prey plankton model 

(action r) showing radiation detriments on survival of the more radiosensitive 

predator promote the prey in the short-term. 

  Jordi proposed a provisional definition: a population in a density dependent 

context is protected at a certain dose level when on continuous application of a 

dose in the presence of all relevant natural stressors, the total size of the different 

age classes decreases < 5% relative to the control population, after tending to a 

new stable level. 

 

 



Task 1: Methodology for population modelling 

Actions: 

 

Fred Alonzo to undertake his dose response relationship methodology but on a longer 

timescale, taking into account this discussion, limitations and regulation perspectives and 

what could be some ecological exemption levels for ecosystems 

 

Jordi Vives to find out if the zooplankton population is more fragile in isolation compared 

with being in the conceptual foodchain 

 

Next 6 – 12 months 

 

 

 



Task 1: Methodology for population modelling 

 Subtask 1.4 - Existing population models for plants 

      Initial review (including more than 350 available references in review article by Crone et 

al (2011) performed and relevant examples extracted by Diana  

   Identifed the specifically plant issues: seed dormancy, periodic recruitment, clonal 

growth, seasonal cycle 

 

 

 

      

Actions: 

 

Apply stage -(or size-) structured population model to radiation impact on plant populations 

a) Short summary of the literature search that Diana has done up to now and main 

conclusions emanating from the exercise such as what makes plant models special 

b) For brown seaweed, wild grass or pine tree (RAPs) and species with chronic effects 

described in FREDERICA, extract radiation effects – based on Almudena and Jacqueline 

JRP paper combining available effects in different species as generic effects for plants. 

c) Build a stage-structured matrix model incorporating plant specific features 

d) Fred Alonzo to help Diana and DC via videoconference and possible face to face meeting 

e) Possibility for DC students to do plant growth experiments on grasses in the future. 

f)  Final outcome: a paper illustrating by a conceptual model how populations of plants may 

respond to radiation compared with the individual based approach 

 

Timescale 6 - 12 months. 



Task 1: Methodology for population modelling (2/2) 
 

Subtask 1.3a - Mathematical / conceptual model to consider effects data from 

both acute and chronic radiation exposures 

 Detailed mathematical work by Tatiana and Jordi in progress to find analytical 

solutions to model allowing to calibrate with chronic data 

 the group decided that it is better to complete this with more time next mid-

term meeting.  

 

Subtask 1.3b – Debtox application 

 Fred described debtox analysis of chronic effects of Cs-137 gamma in the 

nematode C. elegans.  

 Age-synchronised eggs were placed in experimental units for 27 days with Cs-

137 external gamma radiation. The data was analysed using DEBtox model. He 

compared goodness of fit for different hypotheses on control model, mode of 

action, stress factor for radiation. Need to consider the number of parameters 

in the model as different hypotheses imply different parameters. 

  Isao Kawaguchi will help Fred to apply the Akaike information criterion (AIC) 

 

 

 

 



Task 2: Set of population model parameters and databases 

Subtask 2.2a - Collection of life history, ecology parameters and radiation effects 

datasets for plants 

   Sources of information reviewed 

Actions: 

 

a) the work was started by Sara Norden and most of the data is conveniently located in 

paper jer 121:12-21 

b) Almudena Real to coordinate the rest of the effort with Sara (if still available) and 

David Copplestone 

c) The format to fill in the template is ID numbers referenced in FREDERICA for 

different endpoints 

d) Fred and Almudena to identify plant species for which knowledge on radiation 

effects is available and pass on information on species of interest that we want to 

develop models for. 

 

For the next meeting. 



Task 2: Set of population model parameters and databases 

Subtask 2.2b - Collection of life history, ecology parameters and radiation effects datasets for 

animals 

      template currently circulated, data already filled for some taxonomic groups e.g. 

crustaceans 

   Detailed discussion and presentations: Almudena – template, Jordi – lobsters, Mike – 

ducks, Tatiana – Drosophila 

 

 

Actions: 

a) Participants to use the template with a few more cases: Karolina Stark – frogs, Tatiana: 

Drosophila, Fred: Salmon, Daphnia and other 14 STAR species, Claire Bradshaw: marine 

bivalves, Almudena – crab, Mike: Duck, Dave: Bee. People to highlight any changes in template 

b) Almudena will receive the pages and discuss how to proceed at the next meting including setting 

the final format e.g. for all wildlife groups add a generic number system for the lifestages. 

Almudena to send revised early template next week 

Offer to meet by videoconference if help is needed (end of March)  

Data to be sent to Almudena by the end of April 

a) Almudena and to Dave to start thinking about a next ACCESS format 

b) In 6 months or so, revisit the template and based on the experience, decide the final, more useful 

format and make transition to a series of nested tables – Dave can build a database in Access 

which has a system of nested tables with help from Almudena 

Next meeting. 



Task 2: Set of population model parameters and databases 

Subtask 2.3 - Guide to field data collection from the literature 

  A review of studies in the Chernobyl exclusion zone on effects in biota appears 

as a source of field data for plants that we may need to test our models with. 

  Tom Hinton suggested using a dataset from experiments that chronically 

irradiated a grassland.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Actions: 

 

a) Almudena and Stas to analyse what we have and look for information for plants 

b) Tom Hinton to present data at the next mid-term meeting 

 

Next meeting. 



Last actions 
 

The group discussed where to conduct the next mid-term meeting 

      Almudena Real to explore venue for meeting in June 2014, provisionally thought to be in 

Madrid in synchrony with WG8, to be confirmed 

Population modelling workshop 

 Jordi worked with the group through 4 examples: Malthus model, logistic model, 

single-age fecundity repair model and 2-age class radiation effects model for biota. The 

potential of the approach as an heuristic tool for conceptual development of the 

approach for radiation dose to populations was explained. The ability of the approach 

to combine in a relatively simple phenomenological approach the impact of multiple 

stressors on populations was also emphasised. 

      Actions:  

Jordi to provide to participants the following papers: 

-IRPA Glasgow paper on low- vs high-LET radiation population model 

-Intercomparison of populatiton models within EMRAS 

- Plankton fodchain NPZ model 

- Lobster 4-age class population model 



Conclusions 

 Successful and busy meeting 

 Actions reflect the questions we are addressing 

 Better models for better regulation 

 How can we make population models more useful for regulators?- But we don’t make 

proposals for the regulations themselves! 

 Can we improve the relevance of population dose effects models for real wildlife 

situations? 

  Can models describe populations in realistic ecological conditions without 

involving too many parameters and eco-physiological factors? 

 Can simple experimental systems in controlled laboratory conditions help 

understanding the complicate population responses in the field? 

 Are radiation effects data from acute and/or short-term exposures 

representative of chronic exposure situations over several generations? 

 Should species be considered in isolation or as part of whole ecosystems? 

 Should models consider radioactive & non-radioactive substances? 
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